) and Bryan Kerster (bkerster@ucmerced.edu), UC Merced Summary: Both fluctuations and distributions of spontaneous neural spiking activity have been observed to closely follow a variety of power laws. Multiple explanations have been offered for each observation, but few lead to mechanisms that encompass their widespread occurrence. Criticality is one theoretical principle that has the potential to encompass the generality of power laws in spiking activity. However, to apply it, a plausible mechanism is needed to maintain spike dynamics near a critical point. This mechanism should be generally adaptive to explain its apparent widespread occurrence.
Membrane potentials were updated for each synaptic or external input I j by Memory Capacity: Shown to be equivalent to Bertschinger and Natschläger's (2004) liquid state results at critical branching, where memory and separation of inputs was tested using delayed XOR test functions and linear classification.
Example power law: Spectral analysis of fluctuations in number of spikes per unit time interval, with self-tuned critical branching algorithm on (green) versus off (blue). Analogous results were obtained for neural avalanches and interspike intervals.
